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Chapter  5. Sugar Apple of the Poison Tree  

 

With her hand on the rim of the empty barrel, Ann sank to her knees right 

there. 

 

“It can’t be. Why isn’t it here? The barrel was more than halfway full when 

we used some silver sugar at the doctor’s inn… I checked… And the wagon 

doors were locked…” 

 

Like this, even if they made it to Lewiston she couldn’t participate in the sugar 

sculpture festival.  

 

If she made a sugar sculpture, she’d be short of the predetermined 3 barrels of 

silver sugar and would be disqualified.  

 

But if she made sure to preserve the three barrels of silver sugar, she wouldn’t 

have the ingredients to make a sugar sculpture. 

 

“...Why...Why?! No one’s been in the wagon! So, why...?!” Ann screamed. 

 

“What are you making a fuss about?” 

 

From outside the open wagon doors came Shall’s voice. 

 

Ann stood up. Her legs we weak and she staggered. It was like she was 

picking her way aross a on a street piled with fallen leaves. Just as she began 

to descent the wagon’s steps, Ann stumbled and clung to Shall. 
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“What happened?” 

 

“The silver sugar… It’s gone.” 

 

“Gone?” 

 

“...There are three barrels left. But to participate in the festival, three barrels of 

silver sugar and a sculpture are required. There’s no sugar left to make the 

sculpture with…” 

 

Shall furrowed his brows. 

 

“Was it there back at the doctor’s inn?” 

 

“It was there back then. I checked. And I locked the doors afterwards. No one 

should have been able to get in or out, and yet…” 

 

And yet… The silver sugar was gone. 

 

Ann’s fingers gripping Shall’s sleeve trembled slightly. Her vision blurred. 

 

She couldn’t understand why the silver sugar wasn’t there. 

 

“Ann? What’s wrong?” 
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Seemingly having heard the commotion, Jonas came out of his wagon, 

followed by Kathy. Then, seeing Ann clinging to Shall, he tilted his head 

suspiciously. 

 

Ann thought she was going to cry if she tried to speak. 

 

In place of Ann, who couldn’t answer Jonas’s question, Shall said, “It seems 

the silver sugar is gone.” 

 

“Eh? But, the silver sugar was in your wagon, right? You locked it, so no one 

should have been able to get in or out, right?” 

 

“...No, they were able to get in and out.” 

 

The one who said this in a tormented voice was Kathy. 

 

Picking up on the implications of these words, everyone’s gazes turned 

towards her. 

 

“What do you mean, Kathy?” 

 

At Jonas’s question, Kathy hung her head. 

 

“I don’t want to say something that betrays another of my species, but… I saw 

it. The night we stayed at the doctor’s inn, I was looking out the window of 

our room. There’s a window high up on the side of Ann-sama’s wagon, right? 
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I saw Mythrill Reed Pod coming out of there. In the moonlight it looked like 

his whole body was shimmering. He was covered in silver sugar.” 

 

---- Mythrill…? 

 

“What’s going on? You guys are so noisy, all gathering around over here. 

What are you talking about?” 

 

Rubbing at eyes heavy with sleep, Mythrill poked his head out from on top of 

the roof of the wagon. 

 

---- It can’t be. But… Only a small fairy could have gotten into the wagon 

when it was locked. Furthermore, that night… It’s true that Mythrill was the 

only one sleeping in the dining room… 

 

Ann examined Mythrill’s face. She wanted to believe he wouldn’t do 

something like that. 

 

“Mythrill, come down here,” Jonas ordered in a stern voice. 

 

“What?! I’m not being used by you. Don’t get so haughty. Furthermore, don’t 

shorten my name! It’s Mythrill Reed Pod…” 

 

“Get down here right now!!” 
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At the ire in Jonas’s voice and the tension in the air, Mythrill’s expression 

suddenly turned fearful. Coming down from the roof, he looked up at Ann 

timidly. 

 

“Wh-what is it?” 

 

“Do you like silver sugar?” 

 

At Jonas’s question, Mythrill nodded.  

 

“I like it. As if there were any fairy that didn’t like silver sugar! What’s this 

about? What happened?” 

 

“On the night we stayed at the doctor’s inn, you slept in the dining room alone, 

right? You had some kind of ulterior motive for doing that, didn’t you?” 

 

“Eh?” 

 

“Some of the silver sugar that Ann prepared for the sugar sculpture festival 

has gone missing. The night we stayed at the doctor’s inn, Kathy saw you 

coming out the window of Ann’s wagon covered in silver sugar.” 

 

Hearing this, Mythrill widened his eyes and opened his mouth in shock. But, 

then, seeming to become enraged, he turned to Kathy and shrieked, “Wh-

what?! What are you saying? Even though you’re also a fairy… You said I did 

something like that?!” 
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Kathy moved to hide behind Jonas, and said in a weak voice, “But, I saw you.” 

 

“Liar!” Mythrill shouted, then returned his gaze to Ann. He looked at Ann 

with frightened-looking eyes. 

 

“Ann, I’m not the one who stole the silver sugar. Kathy’s a liar.” 

 

“What does Kathy have to gain from lying?” 

 

As if to deflect Jonas’s accusing words, Mythrill shouted, “Shut up, human!!” 

 

Then he further beseeched Ann, “Ann. Don’t tell me even you are doubting 

me? It wasn’t me. I swear, it wasn’t me.” 

 

Mythrill spun these words tearly. 

 

Ann wanted to believe those words. But there was no proof to dispel her 

doubts. 

 

---- Don’t tell me… No. No, it can’t be… But... 

 

Doubts spun around in Ann’s heart like a maelstrom. Even though she felt that 

she wanted to believe him, she couldn’t help but wonder… 

 

These feelings must have been reflected on her face. 
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Tears began to well up in the eyes with which Mythrill regarded Ann’s face. 

 

“You’re doubting me, aren’t you, Ann? You don’t believe me. Ann…” 

 

“...I want to believe you.” 

 

“But you don’t believe me, do you?! Even a little, you doubt me!” 

 

Tears overflowed from Mythrill’s eyes. 

 

“I get it. If you’re going to look at me like that, I’ll disappear from your sight 

immediately!” 

 

Shouting this, Mythrill took a giant leap. He jumped right over the wagon, and 

disappeared somewhere on the otherside. 

 

“Mythrill, wait…!” 

 

Ann tried to call out to stop him, but her voice died out suddenly. What right 

did she have to call Mythrill back, when she couldn’t even believe in him 

completely? Even if she told him “I believe you,” if she wasn’t able to wipe 

the doubt off her face while she said it, he’d only be hurt. 

 

The strength left her body. Ann’s hand slipped from Shall’s sleeve and she 

sank down to sit on the step of the wagon. She covered her face with both 

hands.  
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“With this, I… I can’t participate in the sugar sculpture festival this year 

anymore…” 

 

Shall was silent, gazing off in the direction Mythrill had disappeared.  

 

Jonas braced his chin in his hand, deep in thought. Then, after a moment, he 

snapped his fingers. 

 

“I’ve got it!! Say, Ann. You don’t have to give up! If you only need to make 

one sculpture, you can just make that much silver sugar right now, right?!” 

 

“It’s impossible. In the first place, we don’t have the raw materials, sugar 

apples.” 

 

“There are sugar apples! There is a grove of sugar apple trees along the bloody 

highway. I heard about it at a guild meeting for the Radcliffe guild. It seems 

that no one comes to harvest the sugar apples because hiring a guard and 

travelling all the way here is too much trouble to be worth it. It’s autumn now, 

so the fruit should be ripe.”  

 

The sugar apple tree was a mysterious tree.  

 

If humans tried to cultivate sugar apple trees, no matter what they did the trees 

wouldn’t bear fruit. 

 

Only sugar apple trees that grew wild in nature would bear fruit. 
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That’s why sugar craftsmen were desperate to know the location of sugar 

apple forests and how they could secure the fruit for themselves. 

 

If it came up at a guild meeting of the Radcliffe guild, then there was a high 

probability that there was indeed a sugar apple forest here.  

 

However… 

 

“Even if there is a grove of sugar apple trees, it will take 3 days to distill the 

silver sugar. If we spend that much time on the bloody highway, there won’t 

be time to make the sugar sculpture for the festival once we arrive in 

Lewiston.” 

 

“In that case, during the 3 days it take to distill the silver sugar, you can just 

use the silver sugar you have left now to make the sugar sculpture for the 

festival, right? You can distill the silver sugar and make the sugar sculpture at 

the same time. That way, as long as you can finish the sugar sculpture and 

distill enough silver sugar to replace the amount you used making it, all you 

need to do is continue on to Lewiston.”  

 

“That’s…” 

 

Ann was about to say that it was impossible. But then Ann’s brain finally 

began to work right again.  

 

It might not necessarily be impossible after all. 
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Raising her head, Ann looked at Jonas. As if to give her courage, Jonas 

nodded. 

 

“You can do it. Cheer up, Ann. I’m also not too shabby of a sugar craftsman. 

I’ll help you.” 

 

Jonas vigorously clapped his hands on Ann’s shoulders. Ann’s heart 

overflowed with gratitude for his kindness and for bringing her information 

she could use in her current predicament. 

 

“Thank you, Jonas.” 

 

Finally, Ann was able to smile a bit. Then she looked up at Shall. 

 

“Sorry, Shall. I got pretty shaken up. Even though you’d just fallen asleep… I 

woke you up, right?” 

 

“It doesn’t matter.” 

 

 

 

Three days later…  

 

Ann drove the wagon forward single-mindedly, thinking only of making 

progress. 

During the day, she rarely stopped to take a break. 
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It was dangerous at night, so they couldn’t continue travelling. They would 

take shelter in a rest stop and wait impatiently for morning to come.  

 

Fortunately, they were not attacked by bandits or wild beasts, and after noon 

on the third day they arrived at the rest stop that was believed to be close to 

the grove of sugar apple trees. 

 

The imperial city of Lewiston was half a day’s travel from here. 

 

The final rest stop was built on top of a short hill. From there, one could see 

far off into the wilderness. On the distant side of a sparse forest and across a 

wide, meandering river the spires of the royal palace could be seen, appearing 

tiny from this distance. 

 

It finally became real to Ann that Lewiston was right before her.  

 

However, although Lewiston was right in front of her, Ann couldn’t leave 

where she was now. Her hands curled into fists. 

 

---- I need to quickly obtain those sugar apples. 

 

The next morning, together with the break of day, Ann and Jonas left with the 

wagon. 

 

Leaving the highway, the two of them walked around, frequently consulting 
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the map, searching for the sugar apple trees located in the middle of the 

wilderness.  

Then, when the sun was already high in the sky… The sight of bright red 

fruits caught Ann’s eye. 

  

“...Sugar Apples.” 

Rather than happiness, it was a sense of relief that hit her like a wave. 

 

Sugar apple trees were short. At most, they grew to a bit higher than the top of 

Ann’s head.  

 

An endless number of little branches about the width of human fingers grew 

out of the trees’ thin trunks, giving them a delicate appearance. At the ends of 

those little branches hung deep red fruits the size of chicken eggs. They 

looked very similar to ordinary apples. They were so red and lustrous they 

looked as if they’d been dipped in wax.  

 

At the fact that they’d discovered the grove of sugar apple trees unexpectedly 

quickly, enthusiasm welled up inside Ann. 

 

“We’ll make it in time. As long as I make the sugar sculpture at the same time 

while distilling these sugar apples, we’ll make it to Lewiston with time to 

spare!” 

 

Ann got down from the driver’s seat and got a basket out of the wagon.      
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Jonas helped her to toss the sugar apples one after another into the basket.  

 

In the blink of an eye the basket was full of sugar apples, which they 

transferred to the wagon before filling the basket a second time. After 

repeating this process 5 or 6 times, the floor of the wagon was so covered with 

red that there was no place left to walk.   

 

Looking at the red color of the sugar apples made Ann cheerful. Emma had 

also often said that. 

 

For the past three days, they’d been sprinting across the highway. 

 

Thanks to that, her hazy feelings regarding the situation with Mythrill and her 

own character had been blown out behind them. 

 

More importantly, she was looking to the path ahead. If she wanted to make 

her dreams come true, instead of wasting her time worrying about things that 

couldn’t be changed, she should chase after the things she could.  

 

If she worked hard, she would make it in time. 

 

“I’m going to start working immediately!” 

 

After returning to the rest stop with the wagon packed full of sugar apples, 

Ann rolled up her sleeves. 
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While unloading a giant pot and ladle from  the wagon, Ann turned to Shall, 

who lay on the driver’s seat with his legs dangling lazily off the side, and 

called out, “I’ll make your sugar sculpture right after I finish making the one 

for the festival. Wait a bit longer, okay?” 

 

“Just make it edible.” 

 

Ann laughed off his hateful reply. 

 

“I told you before, I’ll let you see my skill for yourself,” Ann responded in a 

lively voice, and then began to hum as she tossed sugar apples into the large 

pot.  

 

Shall sat up just a bit and watched Ann, who seemed to be enjoying her work.  

 

The sugar apple tree was also known as the poison tree. [1] 

 

They bore lustrous red, delicious looking fruits that were the raw material for 

making silver sugar. If, knowing this, one were to take a bite they’d find the 

sugar apple to be bitter, astringent and completely inedible. It was a tree the 

bore fruit which defied all expectations. 

 

That same, fickle fruit, in the hands of a sugar craftsman, would yield a high 

quality sweetness. 

 

First, a sugar craftsman would fill a large pot with water and add a single 
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handful of silver sugar. Then they’d put freshly-harvested sugar apples into 

the pot and leave them to soak like that overnight. This would draw out the 

bitterness from the sugar apples. 

 

After this, they would discard the water, then fill the pot with fresh water and 

set it over the fire.  

 

The sugar apples would break down as they boiled and the seeds and skin 

would come floating to the surface, which the sugar craftsman would scoop 

out along with the astringent foam.     

 

When the mixture became syrupy, the sugar craftsman would transfer it from 

the pot to a flat stone dish. They would smooth it out to an even thickness and 

leave it to dry for another entire day. 

 

After this, the color would change and it would harden into a pure white block. 

Finally, the sugar craftsman would grind it with a mortar and pedestal into a 

fine powder. 

 

After all of this, a pure white silver sugar with a faint bluish tint was produced. 

 

Silver sugar was different from regular sugar, which was gritty, yellowish and 

distilled from millet. Its smooth texture, like fine grained sand, and its 

whiteness, not to mention the refreshing sweet aftertaste it possessed, set 

silver sugar apart as a holy food. 
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Once she’d finished submerging the sugar apples in the water, Ann promptly 

began to work on the sculpture for the sugar sculpture festival. 

 

What she was supposed to make was a large sculpture appropriate for a 

celebration. 

Ann entered the wagon and took out a bundle of papers from underneath the 

worktable. The bundle of yellowed papers of various shapes and sizes was tied 

with string. Ann untied the string and spread the pages out on the worktable. 

 

The designs of sugar sculptures were drawn on those papers. They’d been 

drawn using a crude feather pen, so the lines were jagged and splotchy. Notes 

about the shape and color were jotted down in an unruly penmanship.  

 

These were drawings that Emma had amassed over time, continuously adding 

new designs. When she was going to make a sugar sculpture, Emma would 

first spread out these design charts and chose what to make from among them.  

 

“This is the fortune that mama created. I can’t give it to anyone. It’s 

something I must never allow anyone to replicate,” Emma had said, pointing 

to this bundle. 

 

While traveling, Emma would sell sugar sculptures made by Ann for a cheap 

price to customers looking for something inexpensive. At those times, Ann 

would make a sugar sculpture with the design Emma assigned her. 

 

Right now, Emma wasn’t here to tell her “Use this design.” 
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Ann had to chose for herself. 

 

At a loss, she selected a flower motif that Emma had been fond of. The 

flowers were a light pink color. The leaves were light green and blue and 

white butterflies were perched on the flowers. It was a lovely design. 

 

Just then, Hugh’s words from the night at the doctor’s inn echoed in her ears. 

 

“Monkey see, monkey do.” 

 

---- Then, what should I do so that I don’t seem like a monkey mimicking 

someone else? I don’t know… 

 

While thinking this, Ann placed the yellowed paper on the worktable and took 

out bottles of red, green and blue color flakes.  

 

She cooled her hands with water from a bucket, then, taking up a stone bowl, 

headed towards the barrel full of silver sugar. 

 

She was just about to begin scooping silver sugar from the barrel, when... 

 

“Ann, Ann.” 

 

There was a knock on the door of the wagon, and then it opened. Jonas peeked 

his head in. 
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“Do you have enough barrels to hold all the silver sugar you’re distilling now? 

I had this one in my wagon, would you like to use it?” 

 

Jonas entered the wagon, clutching a small barrel. Ann gave a wry smile. 

 

“So far I’ve only soaked the apples in water. It will be a while before they’re 

finished distilling. Besides, I have 2 empty barrels.” 

 

“Oh, I see. Well, since I went to all the trouble of bringing it over, I’ll leave it 

here for now.” 

 

The wagon rocked as Jonas set the barrel on the floor with a thump. Ann’s 

eyes widened. 

 

“That’s an empty barrel, right? It seems pretty heavy for just an empty barrel. 

Is it extremely sturdily made?” 

 

“It’s from my father’s workshop, so it’s a first-class piece of merchandise. It 

prevents the silver sugar from getting damp.”  

 

“Thanks. But why did you bring something like that with you on a journey?”  

 

“I had the feeling it would come in handy, one way or another. More 

importantly, have you decided what you’re going to make?” 
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“Yeah. Just you wait and see; I’ll finish the sculpture before the sugar apples 

that are soaking in water now are done being distilled.” 

 

“I’m looking forward to it.” 

 

Jonas suddenly drew close to Ann, and put his hand on her cheek. 

 

“Wh-what?!” 

 

Jonas chuckled and once again approached Ann, who’d jumped back in shock.  

 

“Do your best, Ann.” 

 

Both of Jonas’s hands came down on Ann’s shoulders, and his face drew so 

close to hers that she could feel his breath. 

 

Ann unconsciously shielded her face with the stone bowl in her hands. 

 

“Wh-wh-what?! Jonas?! H-hold on, what are you doing? Knock it off.” 

 

“Don’t be so crass, Ann.” 

 

Pushing away the stone bowl with one hand, Jonas put his other hand on 

Ann’s hip and drew her closer. He smiled down at her. 

 

“I love you, Ann.” 
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“But I don’t feel that way…” 

 

“I love you.” 

 

Jonas’s lips loomed closer. 

 

“N-no!” 

 

Ann’s palm connected with Jonas’s cheek in a direct hit.  

 

Jonas braced his cheek in astonishment, removed his hands from Ann’s waist, 

and took a step back. 

 

“Why, Ann?” 

 

“Isn’t it obvious? I don’t love you!” 

 

“But I love you.” 

 

“Those are your feelings, right?! They have nothing to do with me,” Ann 

shouted, realizing that she wasn’t capable of harboring any romantic feelings 

whatsoever for Jonas.  

 

She had been bewildered and excited by his proposal and his kind words.  
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But the truth was, when he’d drawn her close and been about to kiss her, a 

sensation of fear had swept over her.  

 

Jonas made a face like he couldn’t believe what he was hearing. Perhaps that 

was only natural. 

 

Since the time he was young, Jonas had been the most popular person in the 

village, and all the girls had been set on becoming his girlfriend. Perhaps that 

was why he seemed to think that it was only natural that any and every girl 

would be in love with him.  

 

“I see. I was hoping that you’d fall in love with me.” 

 

Seemingly hurt, Jonas laughed slightly. Ann finally regained her composure. 

 

“....I… I’m sorry… I didn’t mean to hit you…” 

 

 “It’s fine. I was being too forceful. ...That reminds me! It would be a waste of 

time for you to stop and cook while you’re working on your sugar sculpture, 

right? I’ll bring you something to eat later.” 

 

“Okay. Thanks.”    

 

Jonas smiled, then left. Ann heaved a giant sigh. 

 

The fact that he was worried about her meals after she’d just hit him made 
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Ann think that Jonas really was a good person, after all.        

 

“I guess if I was in love with Jonas, I wouldn’t be doing something like this, 

would I?” 

 

Muttering this, Ann returned to work. 

 

While she was scooping silver sugar out of the barrel, there was a knock on 

the door and it was opened a second time.  

 

The person who entered was Kathy, carrying a small, heavy-looking basket. 

 

“This is from Jonas-sama. I was instructed to deliver food to you. Where 

should I put it?” 

 

“Thank you, Kathy. Please put it under the worktable over there. I’ll eat it 

later.” 

 

As Ann continued measuring out the silver sugar without raising her head, 

Kathy leapt up onto the worktable.     

 

“I’m going to give you a word of advice.” 

 

Ann raised her head and found Kathy regarding her with a terribly cold 

expression.  
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“Even though Jonas-sama told you he likes you and even proposed marriage 

to you, you shouldn’t get so full of yourself.” 

 

“Eh…? I don’t remember getting full of myself, but…” 

 

Ann was bewildered by Kathy’s sudden accusation. 

“Don’t you think that there’s no reason Jonas-sama should honestly be 

interested in someone like you?” 

 

Hearing these prickly words, Ann tilted her head. She got the feeling that 

she’d been told something similar by someone wearing a similar expression 

before.  

 

Where was that..? It had to have been in Knoxberry village. Suddenly she 

remembered. 

 

“Kathy, could it be that you’re in love with Jonas?” 

 

Immediately, Kathy’s cheeks turned as bright a red as her hair. 

 

“What did you say?!” 

 

Even her voice was distorted. Her behavior was exactly like that of the girls in 

Knoxberry village. They were jealous of Ann for staying at Jonas’s house and 

often harassed her because of it.  
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Once she realized this, Ann became friendly towards Kathy. 

 

“That’s nice. You must be happy that the person you love has your wing, 

right? It’s much better than someone you hate or someone who looks down on 

you having it.” 

 

“That’s not what I’m talking about! I’m telling you to stop being so full of 

yourself…!” 

 

“It would be wonderful if love between a fairy and a human could work out.” 

 

“You really are an idiot, aren’t you?! I’m not going to waste my time talking 

to you!” 

 

Squaring her shoulders, Kathy stormed out of the wagon. 

 

---- Compared to Kathy, Shall is really unfortunate. His wing is possessed by 

someone like me, who he clearly thinks of as an idiot from the bottom of his 

heart. 

 

The door was open a crack, through which Ann could see Shall’s shoulder as 

he sat by the fire.  

 

Shall’s wing, which lay flowing out on the grass behind him, reflected the 

light of the fire, shining a brilliant scarlet color. 
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“Love between a fairy and a human…”  

 

A thought struck her suddenly. Could Shall have possibly been in love with 

the human girl, Liz, to whom he’d once opened his heart? As soon as she’d 

thought this, her chest constricted painfully. 

 

Unaware of the reason for this pain, Ann was suspicious of her own feelings. 

 

“...What is it…?” 

 

The girl named Liz who dwelled within Shall’s memories… For some reason, 

Ann was extremely jealous of her.  

 

---- Regardless, I am Shall’s master, after all. Shall is only with me because I 

have his wing. So, as I promised, I have to free him once we arrive in 

Lewiston. 

 

At this thought, it felt as if a cold wind was blowing inside her chest. That 

wind whispered faintly to her. “You’re lonely, aren’t you?” 

 

In order not to hear that whisper, Ann shook free from the wind and returned 

to work. 

 

 

Ann added cold water to the silver sugar and began to knead it. The silver 

sugar took on the texture of soft clay. 
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Mixing color flakes into this, Ann created color. She repeated this many times 

with different colors. 

 

Ann began to shape the colored silver sugar, sculpting it with a spatula. She 

used a rod to roll the silver sugar out, and then formed it into a ball.  

 

Using various techniques, she proceeded to mold a sculpture out of the 

softened silver sugar.  

 

The sugar apples entered the stage at which the water they were soaking in 

would be changed and they would be boiled down. 

 

Ann left the wagon doors opened the entire time, and would occasionally 

jump down from the wagon to stir the pot, scooping out the foam and bits of 

core. Then she would return to the wagon and resume work on the sugar 

sculpture. 

 

Jonas peaked his head into Ann’s wagon periodically. However, without 

saying a word, he would check on Ann’s progress and the leave quietly. 

 

Ann found the situation awkward, so she couldn’t bring herself to call out to 

him either. 

 

From time to time, she could hear the sound of wolves howling. 
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However, she felt safe inside the walls of the rest stop and didn’t really pay 

attention to them.  

 

The sugar apples had broken down, and were transferred to a flat stone 

container, where they were spread out evenly. 

 

On the second day, Ann continued working on the sugar sculpture almost 

without rest. She ate while stirring the pot, and slept for only two or three 

hours.    

 

Thanks to this, the sugar sculpture was beginning to take form before her eyes.  

 

Following her memory, Ann added minutely detailed workmanship, creating a 

sculpture identical to the ones Emma had made.  

 

The petals of the flowers changed color in a gradation. The wings of the 

butterflies were perforated in a geometric pattern.  

 

The leaves were molded in a gentle curve. The sugar sculpture was large, 

bigger than the width of Ann’s arms. With a sculpture this big, it was difficult 

to judge the balance of the entire structure. However Ann handled that 

marvelously as well.  

 

On the morning of the third day of its construction, the sugar sculpture was 

complete.   
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It was a fine piece of workmanship. Ann would go so far as to say pridefully 

that as a sugar sculpture, it was perfect.    

 

However, Ann wasn’t able to shake a strange sense of incongruity.  

 

It was identical to the sugar sculptures that Emma had made, and yet… Ann 

felt that this sculpture was lacking the magnetic force that enchanted anyone 

who laid eyes on one of Emma’s sugar sculptures.  

 

Monkey see, monkey do. 

 

Those words echoed over and over again inside her head.  

 

However, her technique was perfect. She told herself that it would be fine.  

 

So that the completed sculpture wouldn’t fall over and break, Ann tied a rope 

around the base. Then she secured the rope to the worktable. Like this, even if 

the wagon was swaying the sugar sculpture wouldn’t fall over and break.     

 

With this complete, she breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

Ann descended from the wagon on shaky legs, worn out from days of working 

non-stop. 

“I’m tired.” 

 

Ann sank down to sit beside Shall, who lay back on the grass looking up at the 
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sky. 

“Is it finished?” Shall asked without seeming to be particularly interested. 

 

Ann nodded and laid down right where she was on the grass.  

 

While looking at the color of the withered autumn grass up close, Ann counted 

the days. 

 

“Including today, there are only two days left until the festival. This afternoon 

I’ll grind up the distilled sugar apples that are drying right now and make them 

into silver sugar. Then, if we leave tomorrow, we’ll be able to arrive in 

Lewiston the day before the festival. I’ll be able to present a sugar sculpture 

and three barrels of silver sugar. Thank goodness.” 

 

A smile overflowed onto Ann’s face. The wind blew, rustling through the 

grass.  

“It’s strange,” Shall said quietly. 

 

“What is?” 

 

“When I first saw you in the fairy market, you smelled sweet, like silver sugar. 

I thought that was strange.” 

 

“Really? I must’ve had some staining my dress.”  

 

Sniffing loudly, Ann smelled the sleeve of her dress. Shall shook his head. 
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“It’s your fingers. Your fingers give off a sweet smell.” 

 

“I don’t smell anything.” 

 

“I do.” 

 

“I see… Well, I’m always handling silver sugar. It’s all I know.”  

Ann relaxed for a while, feeling peaceful. Shall’s wing was stretched out on 

the grass right in front of her. Reflecting the light of the sun, it shimmered a 

light green color. Ann was looking at that shimmering light. 

 

Just then, the sound of footsteps approached from the direction of Ann’s head. 

 

Jonas’s kind voice floated down to her. 

 

“Ann, you did it. I peaked inside the wagon. It’s really incredible. I’ve never 

seen such a large and finely detailed sugar sculpture. There’s no doubt it will 

win the royal medal.”   

 

Because she was completely exhausted, Ann didn’t even raise her head and 

simply thanked him. 

 

“Thank you, Jonas. It was only possible because you knew the location of the 

sugar apples.” 
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“No, thank you.” 

 

Jonas laughed slightly, then walked off in the direction of Ann’s wagon. 

 

---- What is he thanking me for? 

 

Ann thought it was strange, and raised her head.  

 

That’s when Ann saw Jonas hooking up his own horses to her box-shaped 

wagon. 

 

“What are you doing, Jonas?” 

 

“I thought I’d get going.” 

 

Shall furrowed his brows and sat up.  

 

“You’re too impatient, Jonas. The silver sugar isn’t finished yet. We’re 

leaving tomorrow. Besides, those aren’t my horses.” 

 

“That’s fine. My horses are faster. That should do it.” 

 

“Jonas?” 

 

Jonas expressionlessly finished hooking up his horses, then climbed up onto 

the driver’s seat of Ann’s wagon.  
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At last Ann realized that he was acting strangely. 

 

Standing up, she began to walk towards him.  

 

“Jonas? What is it?” 

 

“I wouldn’t have had to do something like this if you’d only fallen in love 

with me and agreed to marry me. This is your fault. I confessed to you three 

times, but you rejected me.” 

 

Just then… 

 

The closed iron door of the rest stop burst open forcefully. 

 

The person who came flying in was Kathy. She appeared frantic. She was 

holding a chunk of meat with blood dripping from it. 

 

She took many giant leaps, heading towards them as quickly as possible. 

 

Behind Kathy, the footsteps of multiple wild beasts could be heard.   

 

Shall leapt to his feet, eyes flashing. 

 

“What is the meaning of this?!” 
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While yelling this, Shall held out his right hand, summoning his sword. At the 

same time as the sword appeared, the sound of heavy breathing filled the rest 

stop. It was a pack of wolves. There were thirty of them. 

 

Ann stiffened at the appearance of the wolf pack. 

 

Kathy closed in on Ann, and yelled in a shrieking voice, “I told you not to get 

so full of yourself!” 

 

Then she threw the chunk of meat in her hands, and it hit Ann in the chest. 

 

At that instant, Kathy took an even larger leap. She leapt up onto the roof of 

Ann’s wagon.  

 

Chasing after the chunk of meat, the wolves all turned as one and charged 

towards Ann. 

 

Shall leapt between Ann, who was so stunned she couldn’t even let out a 

shriek, and the wolves. 

 

With a single swing of his sword he cut down three of the charging wolves. 

 

The wolves halted their charge and, growling, spread out to surround Ann.  

 

“Shall… What… is this…?” 
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“They did this. They lured them in.” 

 

---- By ‘them,’ does he mean Jonas and Kathy? Why would they…? 

 

Jonas applied the whip to the horses. At that noise, Ann’s thoughts, which had 

come to a stand-still, began moving again. Then she realized. 

 

---- Jonas intends to steal the sugar sculpture I created! 

 

Ann completely forgot that she was surrounded by wolves. Without thinking, 

she set out at a run. 

 

“Jonas!!”  

 

Ann chased after the wagon that had already begun moving, and jumped up 

onto the driver’s seat.  

 

Seated on the driver’s seat, Jonas took a large bottle out of the pocket at his 

chest. He drove out the cork with his thumb, and dumped the contents over her 

head. 

 

Ann was sprayed with a thick, reddish-black liquid that reeked of blood. 

 

Unperturbed, Ann grasped desperately onto the sleeve of Jonas’s jacket. 

 

The wolves reacted to the liquid that had been poured over Ann. The wolves 
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surrounding Shall once again leapt for Ann. Shall clucked his tongue and 

slashed at the leaping wolves. 

 

But, as if driven mad, the wolves continued to charge, their eyes bloodshot. 

 

“Wait!!” 

 

“Bye bye, Ann.” 

 

The whip came down, targeting the hand that clutched the sleeve of Jonas’s 

jacket. 

 

Hot pain bit into the back of Ann’s hand, and she lost her grip on Jonas’s 

sleeve.  

 

With her hold on Jonas’s sleeve broken, Ann was shaken off of the racing 

wagon and fell to the ground. The wolves rushed to leap on the fallen Ann. 

Shall jumped into the fray, sword swinging.  

 

Ann screamed at his back as he cut down one attacking wolf after another, 

“Shall! Go after Jonas! Go! Quickly!” 

 

“If I leave, you’ll become the wolves’ dinner!” 

 

“It’s fine. I don’t care! Go! Get it back! Get my sugar sculpture back!!” 
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“I refuse.” 

 

Shall never stopped moving, continuously cutting down wolves and sending 

their blood flying in all directions.  

 

A wolf leapt for Shall’s wing, which streamed out behind him in accordance 

with his movements. The beasts were instinctually aware of the fairy’s 

weakness. 

 

Just before the wolf’s fangs sunk into his wing, Shall jerked his body around 

and swung his sword. 

 

“Get it back, get it back! Go after them!! Please, please, do as I say!” 

 

“Then order me! As my owner!!” 

 

I’ll tear your wing. I’ll destroy your wing. No matter how she tried, Ann 

couldn’t make such atrocious words come out of her mouth. 

 

“Please, go after them!” 

 

All Ann could do was scream. 

 

“Shall! Go after them, go after them!! Please, go after them!! Please!! Please!!” 

 

The wagon bearing Ann’s sugar sculpture disappeared from sight. 
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Looking at the corpses at his feet of the wolves he’d killed, Shall Fenn Shall 

came to a halt.  

 

As could be expected, he was breathless. His wing was splattered with blood. 

With a reflexive shudder he flapped his wing, shaking off the blood.  

 

The wolves had persistently targeted his wing. He’d felt the chill of fear shoot 

up his spine many times. 

 

Ann sank to the ground amidst the stench of blood, oblivious. 

 

Shall felt a sense of relief that Ann and his wing that she carried were safe. 

 

He shook his sword, dismissed it, then approached Ann. 

 

“...Why didn’t you go after them?” 

 

Gazing out of the gate through which the wagon had disappeared, Ann spoke 

with a blank expression on her face. 

 

“If I went after Jonas, you would have been eaten by the wolves.” 

 

“I know that!” 
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Suddenly Ann stood and walked up to Shall. 

 

“I know that! But that is what you decided. It wasn’t what I wanted! I didn’t 

care if I got eaten by wolves, I just didn’t want him to have my sugar sculpture. 

You won’t listen to a single one of my orders. It’s been that way ever since we 

started out on this journey. In the end, you’ve always acted on your own 

judgement. Right?! You just couldn’t leave my side because I had your wing. 

And earlier, if you’d gone after my sugar sculpture, I might have been eaten 

by wolves. If that had happened, your wing might have been damaged as well, 

right? That’s why you protected me instead of my sugar sculpture. That’s the 

only reason. I get it. I can’t use you! That’s why it turned out like this!” 

 

Screaming this, Ann thumped on Shall’s chest with both of her fists with all of 

her might. 

 

She struck him over and over. She continued to hit him until she was 

completely exhausted and there was no strength left in her arms.  

 

Ann’s words were frenzied and irrational. She herself must have been aware 

of that. But perhaps she couldn’t help but say them. So Shall let her do as she 

wished. 

 

At last, Ann’s hands dropped to her sides. Worn out, she made her way on 

shaky legs to the remaining wagon and went inside.  

 

---- It’s true; I’ve never once listened to her orders. 
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The only reason Shall had saved Ann so many times during this journey was 

because she was holding his wing. If she were hurt, the wing would be hurt as 

well. So he had protected her, in order to protect his wing. That was all. 

 

However, at that time… The instant the wolves leapt for Ann… 

 

The thought that his wing might be damaged never entered his mind. 

 

His body had moved instantaneously to protect Ann, who stood dumbfounded 

and unmoving.      

 

Something cold and wet dripped onto Shall’s cheek. 

 

When he looked up, rain was falling from the darkening sky. It looked like 

someone’s tears. 

 

//Chapter 5 – END. 
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NOTE:  

[1] 裏切りの木 - This should literally be translated as “the tree of betrayal” or 

“the betrayer tree.” This phrase is also used in the chapter title, 砂糖林檎は裏

切りの木 (literally “the sugar apple is the betrayer tree.”) In consideration of 

the story content of this chapter, I went with a non-literal translation of the 

title, “sugar apple of the poison tree” because I wanted the theme of reaping 

one’s just rewards from unjust labors to be included in the chapter’s English 

title. To keep with a consistent translation of this phrase, I have used 

“poisonous” here as well, but do not misunderstand, sugar apples are not 

poisonous!  

 

  

 

 


